ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Whole-genome sequencing projects form a tremendous resource for biological discovery (Grunenfelder and Winzeler, 2002) . Besides genome annotation (Rust et al., 2002) , an important challenge arising from the availability of genomes is elucidation of the function of thousands of newly discovered genes, the prime goal of functional genomics (Brent, 2000) . The Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium provides gene annotations for most organisms (Harris et al., 2004) . Curating literature and annotating genes accordingly is a laborintensive task. Traditional approaches for determining gene function cannot keep up with the current rate of gene discovery. For example, * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
although the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome has been available since 1996, 3497 genes are still classified as unknown according to GO molecular function or cellular component categories. Classical approaches for assigning gene function include sequence homology, gene fusion events, gene order conservation and phylogenetic profiles (Huynen et al., 2000) . Although extremely powerful approaches, one drawback is lack of experimental evidence. In addition, homology on its own may result in imprecise annotation or return weak similarity with well-characterized genes. As in most areas of biological research, complementary approaches are required to more precisely determine gene function.
To address the rate of gene discovery, high-throughput approaches are being developed for biological experimentation. These include mRNA expression-profiling Chu et al., 1998; DeRisi et al., 1997; Ferea et al., 1999; Galitski et al., 1999; Gasch et al., 2000; Hughes et al., 2000; Lockhart and Winzeler, 2000; Roberts et al., 2000; Spellman et al., 1998; Travers et al., 2000; Young, 2000) , determination of gene-deletion phenotypes (Giaever et al., 2002; Winzeler et al., 1999) , cellular localization of proteins (Huh et al., 2003; Kumar et al., 2002) , protein-protein interactions (ppi) (Gavin et al., 2002; Ho et al., 2002 , Ito et al., 2001 Uetz et al., 2000) , assays for biological activity using protein arrays (Washburn et al., 2001; Zhu et al., 2001) , synthetic lethal screens (Tong et al., 2004) and RNA interference screens (Berns et al., 2004; Kamath et al., 2003) . When used on their own, such high-throughput data sets have already proved their usefulness for inferring hypotheses about gene function. High-throughput data can also be used in combination (Asthana et al., 2004; Bader et al., 2004; Ge et al., 2001 Ge et al., , 2003 Jansen et al., 2002; Kemmeren et al., 2002; Marcotte et al., 1999; Parsons et al., 2004; Pereira-Leal et al., 2004; Schlitt et al., 2003; Walhout et al., 2002) . Most previous studies have examined the relationships revealed by studying particular combinations of data. Such studies indicate that combining several high-throughput data types will likely aid gene function prediction.
For dealing with and integrating many different sources of highthroughput data, several issues need addressing. First, differences in data quality within and between data sets exist because of their high-throughput nature (Ge et al., 2003; Kemmeren and Holstege, 2003; Kemmeren et al., 2002) . The presence of false positives therefore needs to be assessed and dealt with. Secondly, each data type has different properties. For instance, phenotype data are categorical, whereas mRNA expression data are continuous. The underlying statistical distribution is different and needs to be addressed accordingly. Thirdly, the availability of these data sets should be organized so that researchers can efficiently mine the data and prioritize hypotheses. Relevant in this respect are speed, visualization, flexibility and ease of use. Finally, it makes sense to develop methods that are easily scalable to accommodate an ever-increasing amount of data, and sufficiently generic to incorporate new data types.
Here we present a novel method for integration of several highthroughput data sets to accurately predict gene function. The method is based on the use of bit-vectors and has been applied to a database containing the majority of presently available high-throughput data for S.cerevisiae. The method applied addresses most of the issues described above, is highly flexible, scalable and efficient. To demonstrate the power of the approach some of the functional predictions are verified. The broad-ranging combination of data types used here have as yet not been mined in parallel before. Besides predicting gene function, the approach can also be used for studying networks of functional relationships. The results reveal interesting characteristics of the high-throughput data sets, their capacity for predicting gene function and demonstrates that combining high-throughput data sets is a powerful approach for functional genomic analyses.
SYSTEMS AND METHODS

Significant mRNA coexpression
mRNA coexpression is calculated based on the standard correlation measure. All distance matrix calculations were performed using Expression Profiler (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/expressionprofiler/) (Kapushesky et al., 2004 ). To determine a significant level of coexpression, the expression data were randomized and then used in otherwise identical analysis as described previously (Kemmeren et al., 2002) . Here, positive correlation distances with a P -value smaller than 0.0001 were considered significantly coexpressed and set to one for subsequent analyses. Expression data sets with an information content less than 90 were excluded from further analysis.
Information content
The information content (IC) for each individual data set was calculated by
where r is the number of relationships found within that particular data set and R max denotes the maximum number of theoretically possible relationships for that data set and is defined as R max = N(N − 1) 2 for square matrices and defined as
for rectangular matrices. N and M denote the number of rows and columns, whereby M represents the smallest dimension. The confidence of each individual relationship is then based on
where the sum is taken over the IC of all data sets in which the relationship occurs. 
Gene Ontology category assignment and graph drawing
Analysis of function for uncharacterized genes
Yeast gene deletion strains were from Research Genetics and derived from S288C (BY4741 MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 met15∆0 ura3∆0) as described (Winzeler et al., 1999) .
Thermotolerance assay
Cells were grown in YEPD to mid-exponential phase (OD 600 = 0.6) at 30 • C and were then shifted to 47 • C, while shaking. Aliquots were removed at regular intervals and put on ice. Approximately 500 cells at 0, 15 and 20 min and approximately 50 000 cells at 25 min were plated in triplicate on YEPD plates. The resulting colonies were counted after 3 days of growth at 30 • C.
Growth at high salt concentrations
Cells were grown at 30 • C in liquid media. The concentration was then adjusted to approximately 1 × 10 6 cells/ml in YEP. Dilution steps of 3 were spotted on YEPD plates, YEPD plates containing 1.75m NaCl and YEPD plates containing 1.5m KCl. All supplemental material is available at http://www.genomics.med.uu.nl/ pub/pk/comb_gen_network/.
RESULTS
A framework for integrated analysis of high-throughput data
To combine different high-throughput data types, a general framework was devised (Fig. 1) . The database scheme includes ppi (Gavin et al., 2002 , Ho et al., 2002 Ito et al., 2001; Uetz et al., 2000) , mRNA expression (exp) (Chu et al., 1998; DeRisi et al., 1997; Ferea et al., 1999; Galitski et al., 1999; Gasch et al., 2000; Hughes et al., 2000; Roberts et al., 2000; Spellman et al., 1998; Travers et al., 2000) , phenotype (phen) (Ross-Macdonald et al., 1999; Winzeler et al., 1999) and cellular localization data (loc) (Huh et al., 2003; Kumar et al., 2002) . For integrated analysis of the data, each data set is transformed into a binary representation. The value 0 denotes the absence, 1 the presence of a relationship for a protein pair, based on that particular data set. Relationships for protein interaction data obtained from tagging approaches (Gavin et al., 2002; Ho et al., 2002) can be represented in two different ways . (Bader and Hogue, 2002) . The first method connects the tagged protein with all other proteins found in the screen (spoke). The second approach creates an all versus all connection scheme (matrix). Due to the versatility of the bit-vector approach, both models are represented and can be chosen in subsequent analyses.
Relationships obtained from mRNA expression data are based on the presence of a significant degree of coexpression (Kemmeren et al., 2002) ) Different types of high-throughput data are incorporated into this database, namely: mRNA expression data (exp; red), protein-protein interaction data (ppi; yellow), phenotype data (phen; green) and localization data (loc; blue). For the analysis all data are transformed into a binary representation and summarized in one table called 'vector matrix' (see Systems and Methods). This table represents a sparse data matrix and contains one entry per orf pair found in any of the data sets available within the database. The bit-vector stored for each orf pair represents the data sets for which this particular protein pair is found. means that coexpression is calculated either across single experiments such as a single time course or across all data sets. Again, both representations can be chosen for subsequent queries. Connections obtained from phenotype data are derived from gene knockout experiments showing the same phenotype for a given gene pair. For localization data, a relationship is based on two proteins sharing the same cellular compartment. Proteins that are found in multiple cellular compartments are only connected to those proteins that are also found in an identical set of compartments. The rationale and consequences of these choices are discussed later. Together, initial preprocessing results in 125 data sets summarized in a single table using a bit-vector representation. The advantage of this approach is that subsequent selections can be based on individual data sets, data type, or any arbitrary combination of these.
Increasing the reliability of high-throughput data queries
Currently the database holds 3.7 million relationships (Table 1) . These are all based on single types of high-throughput experimental observations with varying degrees of accuracy and information content. As expected, the number of pairwise relationships is reduced dramatically when those supported by combinations of different data sets are taken into account (Table 1) . In contrast, the percentage of previously known ppi and complexes increases from 0.1 to 28.1% and from 0.24 to 34.4%, respectively, when relationships supported by multiple data sets are taken into account. One goal of integrated analyses is to lower the influence of false positives. The chance of finding false positives within the overlap between different data sets is drastically reduced. For example when combining four data sets with a false-positive rate of 0.05, the chance of finding a false positive that occurs in all data sets will become 0.05 4 = 6.25 × 10 −6 . Previously established ppi's represent relationships of higher confidence than those from high-throughput studies. The large increase in their representation within the overlaps between data sets shows that integrated analyses are well suited for determining relationships of higher confidence.
To assess the amount of valuable information within each data set, the IC is calculated for each individual data set (see Systems and Methods). In principle, the less data derived from a potentially large data space the more informative it is. In line with other information theoretical approaches, such as Shannon's information measure (Shannon, 1997) , an increase in the information content corresponds to a decrease in uncertainty. Using this IC an implicit ranking can be made for the different data types (Table 1 ). This table shows that the protein interaction data contains the most valuable information (99.9), followed by phenotype (99.8), mRNA coexpression (97.8) and localization (93.8). Based on the IC, a measure can then be 
Predicting functional annotation
The high-throughput data sets can be mined in a variety of ways. Figure 2A shows all 2398 relationships supported by significant mRNA coexpression and ppi. A more stringent query is represented in Figure 2B . Only relationships supported by ppi (matrix), mRNA coexpression, shared phenotype, and localization are represented. This creates a smaller, but densely interconnected network (Fig. 2B) . Use of GO (Harris et al., 2004) shows that genes involved in similar processes are highly interconnected and cluster together in the network structure. Using such queries, hypotheses can be formulated about the function, based on neighboring proteins. Depending on how the high-throughput data are used, different selection criteria can be applied. When used as an exploratory method to find novel relationships, relaxed criteria can be applied, such as sharing at least ppi and mRNA coexpression ( Fig. 2A) . However, for improving current functional annotation of uncharacterized genes, more stringent criteria are warranted. For this purpose four different queries have been performed which can be used for high confidence functional predictions (Table 1) . The most stringent query selects only those relationships supported by all four data types, using the spoke model for ppi. The least stringent of these queries selects those relationships supported by ppi (matrix), mRNA coexpression and either shared phenotype or cellular localization (Table 1) . For each query, the relationships are ranked by relationship confidence, allowing for a more granular subselection or prioritization of hypotheses (see also Supplemental Tables 1-8). More predictions can be made if the criteria are further relaxed.
With these four queries, all based on support from three completely independent kinds of experimental data, 2323 relationships are found, 543 of which apply to genes for which there is no current molecular function or cellular component annotation (Table 1) . Two examples are depicted in Figure 3A ,B. KRE33 (Fig. 3A) is described as 'killer toxin resistant' with no GO annotation. It has relationships with 20 genes, each relationship based on a physical interaction, mRNA coexpression and either a shared phenotype or cellular localization. Of the 20 linked genes, 13 are part of the U3 snoRNP complex involved in rRNA processing. Four of the other genes are also involved in rRNA metabolism, making it extremely likely that KRE33 is involved in these processes. FUN11 (Fig. 3B ) stands for Function Unknown Now and also has no GO annotations. It is linked to five functionally characterized genes, all of which are involved in translation initiation. From this it is clear that FUN11 too can be tentatively assigned to a role in this process.
Another category of genes for which this approach is useful are those genes with vague or perhaps incorrect annotation. Figure 3C ,D shows examples of this. YDR091c (Fig. 3C ) is annotated as a putative member of the ATP-binding cassette superfamily of non-transporters. Ten of the 15 genes with which it has reliable links are involved in translation initiation, making it extremely likely that the same holds for YDR091c. PPH22 (Fig. 3D) is a serine-threonine protein phosphatase, annotated with a role in the G1/S transition of the mitotic cell cycle. Three of the 5 genes with which PPH22 is connected, are proteosome components, arguing strongly for a similar annotation for PPH22.
The examples above are from a total of 543 predictions for genes with unknown function, supported by multiple pairwise relationships, each of these based on at least three types of experimental data. Thirty-seven of the 543 novel functional predictions concern relationships between single gene pairs. Because such relationships are supported by at least three different types of high-throughput data, it is still likely that the functional prediction is correct. To demonstrate this further, some of these predictions were selected and tested experimentally.
YGR205W suppresses thermotolerance
The first example is a link between HSP104 and YGR205w. Hsp104 is a heat shock protein involved in the rescue of stress-damaged proteins. Together with Hsp70 and Hsp40 it forms a chaperone system that can refold denatured proteins (Glover and Lindquist, 1998) . Cells lacking Hsp104 do not acquire thermotolerance when given a mild pre-heat treatment (Ferreira et al., 2001) . A putative link between Hsp104 and Ygr205w is indicated by mRNA coexpression, ppi and identical localization. These three kinds of experimental evidence would together predict that the uncharacterized ORF YGR205w is also involved in stress response. Interestingly, mRNA coexpression is observed during various stress conditions, including heat shock and stationary phase (Fig. 4B) . To validate the prediction, an . Genes are color-coded according to the most significant GO categories they belong to.
YGR205w deletion strain was tested for thermotolerance. Cells lacking HSP104 show decreased resistance to heat shock when compared with wild type (Fig. 4C) (Ferreira et al., 2001) . In agreement with the prediction, deletion of YGR205w also shows a thermotolerance phenotype. Rather than precisely mimicking HSP104 deletion, deletion of YGR205w results in increased thermotolerance (Fig. 4C) , indicating that it is involved in the same pathway as HSP104, but with an opposite role. Based on this evidence, YGR205w can now be annotated as involved in negative regulation of thermotolerance.
ASC1 and YDJ1 are associated with protein folding, translation and ribosome biogenesis
Another intriguing example of genes for which novel functional annotation is predicted are ASC1 and YDJ1. In the network of highthroughput data relationships, ASC1 is surrounded by three groups of genes (Fig. 5A) . Shared mRNA coexpression, ppi and phenotypes are found with four genes involved in rRNA processing. Multiple links are also found with six translation initiation factors. Given the number of related genes, it is likely that ASC1 is involved in both rRNA processing and translation, despite having no annotation. A third category is represented by two genes with dnaJ homolog regions, one of which, ZUO1, is a ribosome-associated chaperone.
We reasoned that Ydj1 might also be involved as a nascent protein chaperone due to its ppi, shared mRNA expression and localization with Asc1. mRNA coexpression for ASC1 and YDJ1 is observed during multiple conditions (Fig. 5B) . In accordance with a role for ASC1 in stress-induced protein misfolding, ASC1 deletion results in a severe growth defect at elevated NaCl concentrations. (Dunn et al., 2004) . In agreement with the prediction that ASC1 and YDJ1 are both involved in protecting cells from elevated salt concentrations, YDJ1 deletion also results in a growth defect at elevated NaCl and KCl concentrations (Fig. 5C ).
Interactive datamining tool
The examples above illustrate the utility of combining different high-throughput data types. The focus here is on functional annotation, but this approach of a single database, bit-vector queries and IC ranking is equally useful for examining the network structures and characteristics resulting from many different combinations of the 125 data sets included in the database. A datamining tool has therefore been set up on the accompanying website (http://www. genomics.med.uu.nl/pub/pk/comb_gen_network/). This tool allows detailed study of relationships found when starting from all genes, a certain complex, a single protein, or a number of protein pairs. Information about the confidence, supporting data types, mRNA expression profiles, gene neighborhood and GO annotation can be retrieved. Restrictions can be placed on the type of data support needed and individual data sets can be included or excluded at will.
DISCUSSION
These results demonstrate how several issues arising from the availability of genome sequences and high-throughput experimental data can be addressed through data integration. A general framework is provided that can incorporate any data type represented in a binary format. The approach takes into account characteristics of different data types, heterogeneity in data quality and IC. Besides predicting gene function, the study also sheds light on the properties of different data types and sets. One interesting aspect is the effect of the level of granularity on the relationships found within mRNA expression data. For some gene pairs, mRNA coexpression is only found when looking at individual experiments such as a single time course, rather than the entire collection of expression data. This agrees with the fact that some interacting proteins are only coexpressed under specific conditions. This has been taken into account in the bit-vector representation. Another aspect involves the compartmentation of the cellular localization data. Here we have chosen to base relationships on an exact match of the localization pattern. If partly matching locations had been permitted, the IC of the localization data would be too low to be meaningful. This is due to the low number of possible cellular localizations and in this sense the localization data will remain less useful until cellular localization data become more fine-grained.
Important steps have been taken in the past to integrate different types of genome-scale data (Ge et al., 2001; Jansen et al., 2002; Kemmeren et al., 2002; Marcotte et al., 1999; Parsons et al., 2004; Schlitt et al., 2003) , usually in pairwise combinations and typically for the purpose of examining genome-scale network characteristics. Four different data types have been used here and the system can be extended to include other data types such as synthetic lethality, chromosomal localization, regulatory motifs, sequence homology, metabolic pathways, etc. There is not a large degree of overlap between the different data types, especially when selecting relationships supported by all four data types (Table 1) . Although not all gene function relationships can be expected to demonstrate support from all data types, it is still striking, given that most of the underlying data sets are presented as genome-wide. Many clearly are not completely genome-wide, often due to constraints of the methods used. When comparing multiple data sets this soon leads to a significant loss of genome coverage.
Another reason that has been offered in the past for the lack of overlap between genome-wide data sets, especially for those of the same type, is heterogeneity in quality (Kemmeren and Holstege, 2003; Kemmeren et al., 2002) . Two measures have been taken here to deal with this. Restricting the analyses to relationships supported by multiple data types considerably improves reliability as is obvious from the enrichment for previously known interactions (Table 1) . A second step is the use of a relationship confidence based on the IC of the data sets. Using the IC a clear distinction between the different data types can be made (Table 1) . As expected protein interaction data, the most direct type of evidence for a functional relationship, have the highest IC, directly followed by phenotype data.
The approach presented here is suitable for generating hypotheses about individual genes and can aid annotation initiatives such as GO (Harris et al., 2004) or genome databases such as SGD (Christie et al., 2004) . To better utilize existing knowledge, the annotations themselves should also be annotated as to how information is obtained. These so-called evidence codes already exist within GO, albeit at a somewhat undifferentiated level. For example, no distinction is made between a physical interaction arising from a two-hybrid or coimmunoprecipitation assay, or whether the approach was highthroughput. Initiatives such as BIND and IntAct are tackling this problem for protein interactions (Bader et al., 2003; Hermjakob et al., 2004) . Another aspect involves the annotations based on computational methods. If this information is not stored, valuable information is lost. On the other hand, if such annotations are used by another computational method, such predictions will lead to less trustworthy annotations. Therefore more details about how annotation is obtained need to be available and computational methods need to use this information.
Most of the approaches to integrate different types of highthroughput data have been performed in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. As more data are generated, similar approaches will be required for other organisms. Besides being easily extendable to other data types, the framework presented here is well suited for other organisms, as it already takes into account scalability, flexibility and standardization.
The results presented here show that alongside existing methods, integrating diverse types of functional genomic data is a powerful method for tackling gene function annotation.
